
Conclusion: “For selected patients with early 
stage breast cancer, a single dose of radiotherapy 
delivered at the time of surgery by use of targeted 
intraoperative radiotherapy should be considered 
an alternative to external beam radiotherapy 
(EBRT) delivered over several weeks.”

Clinical Support for IORT
TARGIT-A Trial 

Single IORT fraction replacing EBRT

*Vaidya JS., et al “Targeted intraoperative radiotherapy versus 
whole breast radiotherapy for breast cancer (TARGIT-A Trial): 
an international, prospective, randomized, non-inferiority phase 
3 trial.” Lancet 2010 Jul10;376(9735):91-102.

   Breast Intraoperative Radiation T erapy (IORT)

Xoft, a subsidiary of iCAD®, is the developer 
of the Axxent Electronic Brachytherapy 
(eBx) System. Axxent uses non-radioactive 
miniaturized X-ray tube technology and is 
FDA-cleared for treatment of early stage breast 
cancer, skin cancer and endometrial cancer. 
The Axxent System is also cleared for use in 
the treatment of other cancers or conditions 
where radiation therapy is indicated including 
Intraoperative Radiation Therapy (IORT).
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TARGIT-A Trial performed with Carl Zeiss Meditec  
AG Intrabeam System



Breast IORT increases treatment options  
for both clinician and patient
        Breast IORT “One-Day Radiation  
        Treatment” may influence more patients to      
        elect breast-sparing surgery over mastectomy

       Patients meeting selection criteria may be  
       able to replace 6-8 weeks of traditional  
       Radiation Therapy with a single IORT dose

       Xoft Axxent® System is FDA cleared for treatment  
       anywhere in the body

Expand your comprehensive  
breast care program with Xoft IORT
        Increase referrals by offering one day IORT treatment

        Xoft Axxent System is a multiple indication Radiation Terapy platform
        (skin, endometrial, Accelerated Partial Breast Irradiation (APBI))         

       Use in standard operating room - no room modifications required 

        Economical mobile solution designed to provide treatment both inside and outside the operating room -  
        Extremely small footprint, only 200 pounds, easily moved

Intraoperative Radiation Terapy (IORT) by Xoft®

       
            Radiation Terapy delivered as a single-fraction/  
            boost
     
             Treatment times in as little as 8 minutes

             Increased target accuracy with lower dose to  
             normal healthy tissue (heart, lung, rib)

             Multiple sizes of flexible balloon applicators  
             ensure a precise fit

            Conformal targeting with Xoft’s unique stepping  
            source attacks the cancer from directly within the  
            lumpectomy cavity

Partnering with Xoft to promote 
your clinical services
        Patient and practice marketing support

        Access to public relations services

        Education and training from clinical and  
        technical experts

  Intraoperative Radiation Therapy (IORT) provides clinicians the option to perform Radiation Therapy  
             in the operating room at the time of lumpectomy.  Peer reviewed studies have shown a single-fraction radiation  
        treatment, delivered at the time of breast conserving surgery, results in similar recurrence rates when compared to 
External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT).*  Six weeks of daily EBRT post lumpectomy presents logistical challenges 
for many patients.  This may result in patients omitting follow up Radiation Therapy or electing a mastectomy.  IORT 
procedure can optimize patient compliance, as it has been shown to effectively provide the complete prescribed course  
of local treatment delivered at the time of surgery.

Radiation Therapy at time of lumpectomy

“The fact that my treatment was done 
before I even woke up is beyond words...I 
want more women to know about this. I 
just can’t believe how lucky I was to have 
this type of procedure available to me in 

my community.”

Marianne H.: IORT Patient

APBIEndometrialSkin

One System. Multiple Solutions.


